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the game features a new and improved jurassic world trailer. the trailer features a lot of dinosaurs and brief moments of gameplay from the dinosaur theme parks. with this new trailer, youll be able to catch your first glimpse of the attractions, dinosaurs, and the a.i. that
you will encounter while playing in the theme parks. you can watch the trailer below. in jurassic world evolution, youll work to create the greatest theme park experience of all time. youll be able to build multiple dinosaur theme parks. you will be able to breed more than
300 dinosaurs, as well as customize your dinosaurs to your liking. youll encounter new dinosaurs when you play more than any other game before it, each with their own own behavior and abilities. youll find hidden dinosaur compartments throughout the park, each with
their own story. play multiple games on different systems to unlock achievements, manage your park and show off your creations to others. features– the jurassic world experience: explore the islands and overcome obstacles as you research the lost secrets of jurassic

world.– jurassic icons: a series of iconic characters brought to life by voice actors including bryce dallas howard, ty simpkins, laura dern and jeff goldblum.– feathered dinosaurs: create over 60 different dinosaurs (30 bred, 30 hybrid) at six evolution zones and in 24
locations.– bioengineered dinosaurs: create over 60 unique dinosaur breeds using the wide range of dinosaur dna at your disposal. each breed behaves differently, looks different and feels different.– jurassic dinosaurs: command dinosaur behaviors and develop a variety of
strategies to survive in the world. develop your own hybrid breeds by adding dna from various sources or drift in different directions to create unpredictable dinosaurs.– dinosaur tales: discover colorful maps and read intricate displays to discover the stories of dinosaurs.–
universal evolution: evolve your dinosaurs’ ai using dna samples from different sources or create new hybrid dinosaurs to unlock more intelligent dinosaurs and have new behaviors in the world.– gameplay: experience the game from a new third-person perspective while

diving into the dinosaurs’ experiences.– dynamic camera: control camera perspective to explore islands, dinosaurs and inventory with a new camera system that captures dynamic moments from the dinosaurs’ point of view.– feathered dinosaurs: feathers are an extension
of a dinosaur's skin that carries its texture, colors and hair. treat dinosaurs like real living creatures by giving them different appearances and behaviors.
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